
1. Community Engagement opportunity comes to the attention of 98.1

Organisation approaches 98.1 – eg. Suggestion comes to
Community Engagement, Presenter, Reception, PS-C

98.1 approaches interviewee or
community organisation

2. Community Engagement investigates, checks organisation’s community engagement credentials

Check organisation is NFP, against Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC) register.
Organisation usually should be recorded to be accepted, unless Interview policy can be otherwise applied.

- Gathers contact details
- Checks whether organisation previously

engaged at 98.1

Check point
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Reject if not NFP or if
content not suitable

- Investigates probity, suitability, appropriate and
interesting content

- Asks whether contact is willing to be interviewed

Continue if suitable

3. Programming Sub-Committee makes recommendations to CoM

5. Community Engagement and Presenter plan the interview

Community Engagement assigns organisation and interviewee to the Presenter, provides
Presenter with contact information

Presenter keeps Community Engagement appraised of progress

Community Engagement advises PS-C of potential interviews

PS-C prepares background briefing for PS-C agenda papers in which
suitability of potential interviewees are explained against station policies

Recommendations submitted to CoM as a Motion, included in PS-C minutes submitted to CoM, including:
- Interviewees recommended for acceptance
- Interviewees recommended for rejection, referring to the specific reason from a station policy

This will be a standing item in the CoM minutes (they will be referred to at each CoM meeting).

4. Committee of Management

CoM makes decision on PS-C Motion to accept/reject potential interviewees

Approval by CoM to accept/reject  is a “blanket” decision into the future, provided compliance with
policies by interviewee does not subsequently change

Check point Reject, record policy reasons in
CoM minutes

Continue if compliant

PS-C identifies target audience and suitable presenter, advises Community Engagement
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9. Organisation encouraged to report to Community Engagement at 98.1

Organisation/Interviewee makes observations:
- How successful was the interview?
- Did you get your message across?

Organisation makes recommendations:
- Interview again
- Interview regularly
- Don’t interview again
- More appropriate for a different presenter?
- Suggest ideas for topics for next time

Organisation makes housekeeping requests:
- Were arrangements suitable?
- Was communication adequate?
- Would you like any different kinds of assistance?

These questions could be put on a simple form,
especially for new interviewees/organisations.
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Presenter conducts research and also liaises
with the organisation and interviewee. Writes

questions/running sheets.

Community Engagement assists with maintaining
contact with interviewee

7. Interviewee and Presenter conduct interview/present content

8. Presenter records details in Community Engagement/Interview register

Date, time, presenter name(s), interviewee name(s), organisation name. What was the content? How
presented (face-to-face, phone, outside broadcast). Live or recorded?

Presenter makes recommendations to PS-C/Community Engagement. How successful was it?:
- Have them again, have them regularly
- Topic ideas for next time
- Coaching, guidance, technical advice to interviewee
- What was the public response?
- Was interview conducted according to plan?

Check point

6. FM 98.1 makes arrangements, Presenter prepares interview and other programming information

Interviewee agrees to conduct interview 98.1 advises interviewee of time and place, and any
housekeeping details (parking, disabled access,

microphones, tea/coffee, membership, sponsorship, etc)Receptionists informed to expect interviewee

Don’t have them at 98.1 again

More appropriate for a different
presenter

Interview again, same presenter


